
Pooka's Page for Growups

Pooka's Back!

It's been a long and hectic move and the little cat is pretty sure he nearly lost
one of his lives in the process.  But it's nearly over now and, along with his
Fantastic Team, he was able to jump in at the last minute and help me get
this Litha issue out for you.

We were afraid it would be a poor pathetic little issue, cobbled together in haste, but at least Something.
However, thanks to the Team and some of Pooka's old friends, I think this Litha issue has nothing to
apologize for.
There's even a lovely Bonus Workbook section at the end to help your child round out and deepen their
understanding of the holiday.  We have Rayne Storm to thank for this.
Rayne is the author of several excellent teaching books for pagan kids as well as a website crammed
with free fun pages for them.  Here is the link: www.Luv2Lrn.com

And now, if you'll excuse Pooka, he still has stacks of cardboard boxes to explore and new closets to
investigate...

We'll see you Mabon!

Lora, Pooka and the Pooka Pages Team

P.S.  Here are the answers to Rayne's Word Search & Maze in this issue:



Also known as: Midsummer, Summer Solstice

This is the longest day of the year when we celebrate the peak of the sun’s power.  From now until Yule, the days
grow shorter and shorter.  Fires are lit to honor the sun and keep it strong enough to ensure a good harvest at Mabon.
The water element was also honored to insure rain during the hot months ahead.  This is a perfect time to have an
outdoor celebration with barbeques, bonfires and water games!  Midsummer Eve is one of the times during the year
when fairies and other nature spirits especially love to frolic.  It’s customary to leave offerings for them such as food
or milk set out in the evening.
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The Power of the Sun

Pooka's eyes sprang open the moment the sun poked through the trees of the forest and
breached the upstairs cottage window.
He frowned for a moment, trying to remember WHY he was awake so early...
Ah!  Yes!
Nathan had promised to take him fishing!  He'd also said they could make a campfire and eat
any fish they caught right there by the stream.
The little cat pawed at the covers Elsie had snuggled under her chin during the night.  "Wake
up!" he told her.  "I have to get ready."
The girl mumbled, rolled over and pulled the covers back up.  So Pooka poked his cold little
black nose in her ear.
"Arghk!"  Elsie sat up, eyes wide and staring straight ahead.  "I'm awake!" she gasped.
Pooka sat at the foot of the bed, wrapped his tail around his body and smiled sweetly.  "You are?
Oh, good!  Nathan's coming to take me fishing and I'll need a good breakfast first.  Can we have
pancakes?"
Elsie blinked a few times.  " 'May we have pancakes'," she corrected him.
"Yes!  We may!" and a happy Pooka bounced off the bed.  He raced out of the bedroom, down
the stairs and toward the kitchen.
"I give up," muttered Elsie.  The little witch yawned and rolled out of bed.
When she entered the kitchen, Pooka was already parked in the window watching for his friend.
"We'd better hurry," he told her.  "Nathan will be here any moment."
Elsie filled the kettle with water and placed it on the stove.  "Nothing's going to happen until
I've had my tea," she informed the impatient cat.
However, in no time at all, a large bowl of fluffy scrambled eggs appeared on the table
alongside a platter stacked with banana pancakes.  As Elsie setdown the pitcher of maple syrup,
Pooka cried from the window, "Here comes Nathan!"
"He must have smelled the pancakes," grinned Elsie.
A few minutes later, the boy appeared in the kitchen.  "Is that pancakes I smell?" he asked.
"Have a seat and help yourself," called Elsie from the stove.  But as Nathan grabbed a plate and
sat down, Pooka stared hard at his friend.  The boy's face, arms and hands were all red.
"Nathan, what happened to you?  You're the wrong color!"
"Huh?"  Nathan glanced down and laughed.  "Oh, that's just a sunburn.  I was out in the fields
helping Farmer Gellis yesterday."
"The sun did that to you?" asked Pooka.  "Does it hurt?"



"Yeah. But Grandma put fresh aloe vera juice on it and that helped," shrugged the boy.  "Say,
Elsie!  These pancakes are great!  Can I have some more?"
"'May I have more'," corrected Elsie automatically.
"Elsie, I don't think you've had any yet," said Nathan.  " But you'd better before they're all
gone!"
"I give up," sighed the girl for the second time that day.

Nathan and Pooka quickly polished off their pancakes and headed for the door.  "We mustn't
keep the fish waiting!" announced Nathan.
"Have Pooka back in time for our Litha ritual at sunset," Elsie called after them.
Nathan promised he would.

The shady forest offered a slight respite
from the heat of the day.  Nathan cast
his line into the water and Pooka
crawled out onto the rocks to alert the
boy to any fish lurking around.
By lunchtime, they had enough fish for a
meal.  Pooka watched eagerly as Nathan
cleaned them, rubbed them with butter
and then doused them with salt, pepper
and dill weed before wrapping them in
foil.
As Nathan made a pile of twigs,
branches and pine needles, Pooka
pawed through  his knapsack.  Finally,
he poked his head up in alarm.
"Nathan, you forgot the matches!" he
cried.  (The little cat was so upset, it almost sounded like a meow!)
"I did?  Well, that's okay.  I always pack a magnifying glass," said the boy.
"I don't want a closer look at them.  I want to EAT them!" wailed Pooka.
Nathan laughed.  "And we will," he assured the cat.  "The magnifying glass will concentrate the
sun's rays and start a fire for us.  It will just take a little longer than matches."
"The sun can start fires?" exclaimed Pooka.
"Sure!" said Nathan as he pulled the magnifying glass from his bag.  He then concentrated,
finding a strong ray of sunlight through the tree branches overhead.  He caught the beam in his
glass and focused it on the dry pine needles beneath the pile of twigs he'd gathered. The
brown needles glowed gold, then red and produced a tiny flame which ignited the dried twigs.
Pooka was astonished.  He stared up at the noonday sun in wonder.
"Don't do that!" cried Nathan quickly.
The startled cat looked back at him.  "Why not?
"If you stare at the sun too long, it can burn your eyes and make you go blind," said Nathan.
"Forever?" asked Pooka fearfully.
The boy nodded.  "Don't do it, okay?"



Pooka slid his body carefully back into the shadows of the trees and promised he wouldn't.

Nathan fed the spark more dried twigs and pine needles and before long they were cooking
their fish over a full sized campfire.
But the whole time he was eating his fish, Pooka was thinking....

Nathan and Pooka got back to the cottage well before the sun went down, which on Litha,
didn't occur until almost past bedtime.
Elsie had just finished setting up their altar in the parlor.  In its center was a bright yellow
candle.
Pooka was worried.  "What's the yellow candle for?" he asked.
"To invoke the powers of the sun on this it's strongest day,"," his witch told him.
Pooka hid under a corner of the couch, refusing to approach the altar.  "I don't think that's a
good idea," he said.
"Why not?"
"The sun is too strong and powerful.  It burns people's skins.  It starts fires. And, if  you look at it
too long, it will blind you"
Elsie nodded her head  "True.  But the sun also makes plants grow and gives us vitamins we
need to grow and be healthy.  The sun gives us energy and makes us feel happy.  The sun keeps
the moon and the earth in their places in the sky.  Without it, our world would quickly die."
"The sun does all that that good stuff?" asked the little cat eagerly as he wiggled out from
under the couch.
"That and more," nodded the witch.
"Then, what are you waiting for?" cried
Pooka.  "Light the candle!  Light 10 of them!
We have to show the sun how much we
appreciate all it's hard work.  Hey, I've got
an idea! Maybe we should have a party to
celebrate the sun's strongest day?"
"We do." smiled Elsie as she lit the yellow
candle.  "Its called Litha."

Image found on Pinterest.  Origin unknown.



On Litha, which is Midsummer  Day, you'll always find Elsie in the garden and forest harvesting
herbs.
Why?
Because every little witch knows that  this is when herbs are at their peak of power - both
magically and medicinally.
With her, Elsie carries a pitcher of water and gives each plant a drink to thank it for sharing it's
Powers with her.
This is a form of respect that Granny Witch taught her when she was small like you.
"Love the Earth, Love the Plant," Granny would say and little Elsie would recite: "The Earth and
Plant will love you back!" Then together they'd say:  "And Love makes magic and healing
happen!"
When she got a bit older, Elsie taught Pooka the chant...and now YOU know it too!





Pooka love, love, LOVES Elsie's Banana Bread Pudding!  It's quite sweet, so usually they have it as a
dessert.  But, on Very Special Occasions (Like Litha!), Elsie might serve it as part of their breakfast.

Elsie's Banana Bread Pudding

Cut or tear 4 slices of bread into 1 inch pieces and put them in a
small casserole dish.
Slice 2 very ripe bananas and stir them into the dish also.
Drizzle the top with 2 Tablespoons of melted butter.

In a bowl, beat 2 very large eggs (or 3 medium ones) along with 1
cup of heavy whipping cream, 1/3 cup brown sugar, 1/2 teaspoon
each of salt and nutmeg, 1 teaspoon vanilla and 1/2 Tablespoon of
cinnamon.

Pour this over the top of the bread and bananas and sprinkle generously with more brown sugar.  (This
will make a yummy, caramel flavored crust on top!)  Then, bake it at 350 for about 45 minutes, then
serve it warm with some cream drizzled over the top. (By the way, any leftovers are also good served
cold!)

Lemon Sorbet submitted by Christine Lynn Hostetler-Johnson

 What could be better than something cold and refreshing while enjoying
the warm days of summer?

 Ingredients • 1 cup sugar • 1 cup water • 3/4 cup lemon juice • 3
tablespoons grated lemon peel Directions 1. In a small saucepan over
medium heat, cook and stir sugar and water until mixture comes to a boil.
Reduce heat; simmer, uncovered, for 2 minutes. Remove from the heat;
cool to room temperature. 2. Stir in lemon juice and lemon peel. Transfer
to a freezer container; freeze for at least 4 hours before serving. Yield: 2
cups



A Letter from Scotland

Dear Little Witches,

      The Summer Solstice is almost here and everyone is enjoying
the long summer nights. I know I’ve told you all before that the
north of Scotland doesn’t really get dark at night at Midsummer.
Even at midnight the sky is a lovely purple with an orange line on the horizon. The sun is strong and the
dark of winter is a distant memory.

      It truly is a magical time of year.

    The wonderful English playwright, William Shakespeare, knew this magic when he wrote A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. It’s a very funny story all about Fairies playing tricks on lots of humans;
some of whom only wanted to get married at this special time of year; and others – actors - who were
practising a play that was to be the entertainment for a special wedding in the story. The King and
Queen of the Fairies have a big argument and that’s when things start to go wrong. The King has a
servant called Puck and Puck is very naughty indeed. He fetches a magical flower whose juice he drops
into the eyes of the sleeping Queen. The magic juice is to make the Queen fall in love with the first
person she sees when she wakes up – and the King tells Puck it is going to be one of the humans that the
Queen really doesn’t like. The King thinks this will be funny to watch – and even funnier when the potion
wears off and the Queen comes back to her senses.

        Puck plays some more jokes. The people in the forest practising
their play for the wedding are really excited about their
performance. They’re also not very good actors. In fact, they are
really bad actors. But what they lack in skill they make up for in
enthusiasm.

One of the actors is a man called Bottom and Puck gives him a
donkey’s ears and tail. This means that Mr. Bottom is turned into
Mr Ass.

        (Shakespeare was a brilliant writer, he really and truly was.
What he couldn’t write were jokes – unless they were Elizabethan
dad jokes like that one!)



   Bad jokes or not, there’s a magic potion in the
Queen’s eye – and she wakes, sees Bottom, ass or not,
and the Queen of the Fairies falls in love with him. The
King of the Fairies cannot stop laughing, especially when
the magic juice wears off and the Queen finds out she
has been kissing an ass – a donkey. What an old meanie
the King is!

        Remember the other humans who were in the
forest that night? Two of them are running away to get
married, one is chasing the couple and the other is
chasing the man chasing the couple. Puck and the King
find all this very, very funny and cause them even more
confusion by their jokes, magic tricks and muddling them
all up. Who said fairies were nice?

        It all works out happily in the end though – those
that wanted to get married do get married to the people
who wanted to marry them. The King and Queen of the
Fairies make up their argument and the actors finally get
to perform their play. Badly.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream is a great story and I bet you’ll really enjoy it when you are a little bit
older. Mr. Shakespeare certainly knew a thing or two about this wonderful time of year.

           Would you like to hear a story about Midsummer magic that happened in a forest to a good friend
of mine? You would? Then get comfortable and I will tell you all about it. She swears this story is true.

      One Midsummer’s Eve my friend, Siobhan, was wandering in the forest, looking for one of her friends,
Chris, who lived in an old van hidden deep in the woods. Siobhan had directions scribbled down on a bit
of paper, but she seemed to have lost count of the third oak tree on the left and was an awful lot lost.
She knew it wasn’t any use calling out for anyone. There was no-one around and all she would do would
be to scare the animals. The forest she was in is full of wild horses and deer, as well as lots and lots of
smaller animals.

      Siobhan wandered on through the woods and in to places she had never been before. As she came
through some trees, she entered into a small clearing. The sunlight made everything sparkle and the
green of the place was the greeniest green she had ever seen. Across the clearing, there was a small
hillock with more trees. It was all so breathtakingly beautiful. But what really took her breath away was
the deer in the clearing. Hundreds of them.

   Normally deer are big scaredy-cats who bolt at the sight of people. Yet those deer did not. Every one
of those deer turned to look at her. They did not run from her. They did not show any fear of her. It was
as if they were saying: “Who is this who dares to enter our special place?”

    Siobhan said she stopped dead. She just knew she really should not be in this place at this time, but
she couldn’t stop staring at all the beautiful deer. Her gaze fell across the clearing to the trees on the
hillock. Standing under one of them, surrounded by more deer, was the Lord of the Forest.



      He stood there looking calmly back at her. He was tall - very, very tall. He wore clothes the colours of
the forest leaves and his cloak was the colour of the summer earth. His face was both stern and kind.
Antlers grew from his head – huge antlers from which hung many green fonds of fern.

    Siobhan said she was really scared. She knew she definitely, definitely, definitely should not be there,
this was not people business. However, she was too scared to move, to run away. She was also
spellbound by the magical sight in front of her.

    The Lord of the Forest looked directly at her and said: “What do you want, little human?”

    It took all my friend’s courage to answer him. “I’m sorry, my Lord,” she stammered, “But I am lost. I
mean no disrespect to you.”

    “Go,” he said, gently, pointing at the path she had just come down.

    With that, her legs found the strength to back her body away from the Lord of the Forest’s court but
her eyes never stopped looking at him until the woods were once again in front of them.

    When she eventually found Chris’s van - by turning the map the right way round - she shook as she
told him about the meeting. She didn’t expect to be believed. But Chris had lived alone in the forest for
a long time. He too had seen the Lord of the Forest walking in his kingdom and he did believe her.
Siobhan was happy about that. It gave her the courage to tell her story to a few more people and not to
care whether they believed her or not.

     Forests at Midsummer are wonderful places to be. It’s not just in stories that forests are magical and,
although you might think so, it’s really not just in stories that magical things happen. Real life is full of
magic for those who open their eyes and ears. Imagine taking a walk on the beach at midnight, in the
three realms of land, sea and sky. This is where I feel the most magical – as if anything could happen. It
often does.

      Where do you feel most magical?

       I hope you’ve enjoyed these stories, one made up and one real, and that you too have a wonderfully
magical Midsummer Solstice.

Till next time,

Fiona Tinker



Litha Sun Maze



SUN SPINNERS by Matthew Two Shoes Cook

These are very cheap and easy to make. I remember Mom making
these with me when I was little and I had a blast just making them spin!

Materials: Foam Board (You can use foam plates) • Embroidery Floss or yarn • Markers • Hole
Poking Tool (mom used a skewer stick, but any small round pointy object will work) • Scissors

First trace a circle onto your foam board using a drinking glass and cut it out with some scissors.
Don’t worry, it’s okay to ask for help if you need to. I always had trouble cutting it out. Then
poke 2 holes in the middle of the circle using your skewer (or whatever your grownup has). Try
to get these holes as close to the center of your circle as possible. Now take your markers and
color a picture of the sun on both sides of the circle. Make it as colorful and crazy as you want!

For each spinner you will need 2 pieces of embroidery floss/ yarn about an arm’s length long.
Thread one through each hole of your spinner and knot them together on both ends. Now here
comes the cool part!!! Hold your strings on each end, and twist your sun spinner up. Pull the
strings in opposite directions at the same time- but just for a moment! Let the strings go loose
and it will begin to twist itself up again. When it stops spinning, pull both of the strings in
opposite directions again and let it spin some more. Soon, your sun will be spinning and
dancing!





Midsummer Ritual

To the heat of Midsummer, or called Litha by some,
We journey towards the hotter days that are yet to come.

The summer sun shines brightly on this Solstice Day in June,
It is the longest day of the year with the shortest time of the moon.

Many people are now picking tomatoes or strawberries by the bunch
Still others love to go to parks and eat a picnic lunch.

Summer days of Litha are hot and filled with fun,
It is a day to give thanks the longest day and the hot rays of the Sun.

Oh my, it is just the perfect time to celebrate the blooming flowers and the warm days of
Midsummer, also known as the Summer Solstice and Litha. But no Midsummer celebration
would be complete without celebrating the mystical creatures and the sun. You may not see all
the mystical creatures but you have read about them and in your imagination you know they
are there. Close your eyes and see them in your mind. Turn on your heart light and see them
there. Dance and delight in their impish, sparkling and glowing wonder. This is the time to let
loose and frolic and sing with the wonder of the Midsummer mystical delights.

What you will need:
 Altar - See Step 1
 Summertime Flower Blossoms
 A Twig, Ribbon and a few Flowers for a Wand
 Crayons or Markers for some of your Elementals
 Glitter Glue to use on your drawings. It will shine in the sun.
 Scissors
 Items for the Elements
 Milk with a little honey or sugar and tiny cookies (you could put some icing on the cookies and

add rainbow sprinkles. (You're not the only one who loves these - All the mystical creatures love a
sweet treat now and then) This will be your Goddess and God symbol and offering.

 Any other items that remind you of Midsummer - Leaves, Flowers, Seashells, Warm Stones

Step 1 – Cleansing Yourself and Creating Sacred Space
 Midsummer is June 21st. Since this ritual is for outside, you should plan it as close as

possible to that day.



 To get ready for your ritual, it is important to make sure you are clean and that you
make your space sacred. Wash your hands and face and put on a big smile. You are
about to work bright Litha magic with the God and Goddess.

 Decide where your sacred space and altar will be. I like using the ground as my altar
when the weather is nice. The soft, green grass is so nice to walk on with gentle steps
and to sit upon as well.

 Clear up any clutter in the area you are using as sacred space.
 Sprinkle some of your flower petals to mark your Altar and Sacred

Space

Step 2 - Make a Wand
Make one with a twig: tie a few bright ribbons on the end and

tuck a few flowers under the knot. (As you make it be sure to smile and
think of happy fun things. When you do this you are putting your own
energy into your wand and making it your very personal magical tool)

Step 3 - Gather Items for the Elements and the God and Goddess
If you don't have the items listed below you can color the pictures at the end of this

article or take time to draw your own. Part of the magic is using what you have and what makes
you feel happy so drawing or coloring a picture is another wonderful way of putting your own
energies into your magical workings. Use your crayons, markers and glitter. Once you have
finished cut out your pictures for your altar.

North - Earth - A Gnome - Gnomes are mystical creatures who love to work in the
gardens so they represent Earth
East - Air - A Fairy - With their light, airy wings and their flittering here
and there a fairy is perfect to represent Air at Midsummer.
South - Fire - Dragon - Of course a dragon is perfect for South...they
breathe fire.
West - Water - Mermaid - She is perfect since she lives in the water
and going to the beach is a perfect summer vacation.

Spirit - Sun - I know you can think of many reasons why the Sun is
used for Spirit at Midsummer

Step 4 - Gather God & Goddess symbols. Use whichever symbols you normally do.

Step 5 - Prepare your altar with all the items you have gathered. (See picture below)



Ritual
Before you start remember that Midsummer should be celebrated with s about joy

and fun. Don't be shy sing and say it out loud. Dance if you feel like it and know you are part
of this wonderful celebration. The God and Goddess are dancing and singing right along with
you.

CIRCLE CASTING
Pick up your wand and walk joyfully around your altar three times. As you walk, wave your
wand in the air and say or sing in your own special way::

I will dance and sing under the Midsummer Sun
I will share my joy with everyone.

Place your wand back on the altar/ground.

WELCOME THE ELEMENTS
Pick up your gnome and face North - Hold your gnome up to the sun and say:

He loves working hard in his yard and his home,
My perfect Midsummer Earth symbol is my garden gnome. So Mote It Be!

Pick up your fairy and face East - Wave her in the air as you look up to the sun and say:
Fairies in the garden, fairies in the air.

Fairies hiding under the Midsummer flowers
Enjoying the warm summer sun and flying everywhere. So Mote It Be!

Pick up your dragon and face South - Hold your dragon and look to the sky and imagine your
dragon breathing fire at the sun and say:



Dragon of the earth and dragon of the sky
You breather your Litha fire as the sun rises higher in the sky. So Mote It Be!

Pick up you mermaid and face West - Hold your mermaid to the sun and imagine her sitting on
a rock in the ocean, sunning herself and say:

Oh lady of the ocean, you are a mystical sight to see.
Does the water cool you on this day, as it does for me? So Mote it Be!

Pick up your sun; hold it out in front of you. Think about the wondrous gift the sun is and say:
As the warmth of your rays shine down on me and make me blink my eyes,

I feel your bright spirit surrounding me and reflecting in my eyes. So Mote
It Be!

BLESSING AND WELCOME OF THE GODDESS AND GOD

 Face Center and take a sip of your sweet milk and say:

The sweet milk cools me in the heat of the Midsummer Sun,
This nectar from the Goddess is nourishing to everyone. So

Mote It Be!

 Now pick up a cookie and take a small bite and say:

A sweet cookie for me to honor the God on this day.
I will share some milk and the cookies in a very special way.

So Mote It Be!

Take some leftover milk and pour it on a plate and set it on the ground somewhere. Break your
cookies and sprinkle them on the ground...especially under bushes and trees where the fairies
like to hide.

ENDING YOUR RITUAL

To end your ritual blow your bubbles up to the sun and say: Thank you spirit of Sun for
warming our celebration today. So Mote It Be!

Blow some bubbles to the West, then say: Thank you Lady Mermaid for your reminder of the
cooling waters. So Mote It Be!

Blow some bubbles to the South, then say: Thank you Firey Dragon for your reminder of the
strong heat of the Sun. So Mote It Be!

Blow some bubbles to the East, then say; Thank you little fairies for your reminder of fun and a
soft breeze to cool us. So Mote It Be!



Blow some bubbles to North, then say; Thank you garden Gnomes for your reminder that work
can be done with fun under the Midsummer Sun. So Mote It Be!

Walk around your altar and blow some bubbles everywhere as you walk, then say: Thank you
God and Goddess for your warm arms surrounding us and your gift of food and drink. So Mote It
Be!

Now have some fun with your bubbles and your twig wand. Dance, sing, run and wave your wand in the
air. Then blow bubbles and sing out loud with whatever comes to your mind about Midsummer, the Sun,
the Fairies and all the mystical creatures you used in your ritual. Do this until you feel very happy about
all you have done and then lay down on the grass, look to the sky and give yourself a big hug for a job
well done as you honored this Midsummer Day!



A Squirrel Learns a Lesson

Jimmy was walking through the yard when he heard a chittering voice utter such profanities,
that he was stunned for a bit.

As fast as his little paws could carry him, he went to investigate. When he reached a tall tree in
the back, he found the source of bad language.

"Hello!" he called up. The pointed face of a grey squirrel peeked out of the leaves.

"What do you want?" it snipped.

Taken aback Jimmy shook his head. "Well excuse you. I was wondering if you could do me two
favours."

The squirrel ran down the tree and stood right in front of Jimmy, an angry glint in it's eyes.
"What? Why would I ever do that?"

Jimmy felt himself getting angry. "Because, this happens to be my home, and I could get nasty. I
would like for you to A: keep the noise down. I could hear you all the way from the edge of the
forrest. And B: clean up your language, please! There are loads of young animals around. I
would prefer them not knowing words like these."

The squirrel looked a bit ashamed. "I'm sorry." it said. "But it's just that I have been
bamboozled!"

Jimmy had to fight back a chuckle. "I'm sorry... What?"

The squirrel started pacing. "Well, this fox, you see, it promised me that I could find all the nuts
I would ever want. Right here, in this tree."



Jimmy looked at the tree and laughed. "But this is a birch! Birches don't carry nuts..."

 Offended by Jimmy's laughter, the squirrel stamped it's paw and it's tail quivered. "Exactly!
Now I have given that fox half my collected nuts for the location of this here tree. How will I
ever make it through the winter now?"

Jimmy looked the tree up and down, then looked around. "Well, I think we can safely say that
you have indeed been bamboozled. But how about if I come along with you, and we will get
that fox to give the nuts back to you."

The squirrel looked at him questioningly. "Are you sure? It's not your regular fox, you know. It's
big! And not from these parts, if you get my meaning."

Jimmy rubbed his nose. "Really? Huh, fancy that. So, show me where you met this fox."

On their way to the place the squirrel had met the fox, the little critter couldn't stop chittering
about how it had been wronged.

Suddenly they heard a deep chuckle. "Fancy that. Eric the squirrel, conned out of half his
booty." Jimmy looked around and saw a large deer buck.

"Why is that funny to you, sir?"

The deer took a step towards him. "Because Eric here is quite the con artist himself. He tells
other squirrels and nut eaters where to find nuts and berries, but only if they give him half their
pickings. He never, ever gets his own winter stock."

Jimmy eyed the squirrel suspiciously. "Is that true, Eric?"

Eric stuttered and looked away. "Well.... Now see here... I... I... Well..."

Jimmy got angry. "Spit it out! Did you or didn't you let other animals get you your stock?"

Eric still didn't look Jimmy in the eye. "I was just giving out a service, you know. And services are
not free."

Jimmy huffed. "Well. Now I'm glad you got had by that fox."

The deer tilted it's head. "Fox? What fox? The only foxes around here are Swift and his mate
and cubs. He is way too busy to go scheming like that."

Eric chittered. "I met him, here, just around the corner, at the big stones."

Jimmy looked at him. "The big stones? As in the big Stone Circle?"



Eric nodded vigorously. "Yes!!!"

Jimmy was starting to have an inkling what might have been going on. "You wait here then. I'll
see if I can find him." He scurried along, right into the Stone Circle.

When he got there, he felt a presence, and turned towards it.

"Hello." a smooth voice called. A beautiful fox sat right in the middle of the Circle. It was pretty
large and had a beautiful, fluffy coat in the richest caramel colouring. It swished it's busy tail
and the amber eyes took Jimmy in.

"Huh." huffed Jimmy. "You're no fox."

The fox looked surprised. "Really? Why ever would you say that?"

Jimmy smiled knowingly. "You don't feel like a fox. You feel like a God."

The fox smiled. "Well now. How would you know that?"

Jimmy huffed himself up a bit. "I've met Gods before. Pan, and the Cailleach, and Mannanán,
amongst others."

The fox widened it's eyes. "Wow. That's an impressive feat. But I am the Trickster."

Jimmy smiled. "Ok. And you're saying you're no God?"

The fox shook it's head. "Tricksters are no Gods. There are several of us, all around the world.
Coyote in America, Anansi the spider in Africa, and so on."

Jimmy nodded. "I know. But you messed up. You said "I am the Trickster". Not I am a Trickster.
Therefore I conclude that you, my amber-eyed friend, are Loki. Norse God of Mischief."

The fox started to glow bright and when the light dimmed, it was gone. In it's place stood a man
with caramel coloured hair and amber eyes. "You are good, bucko. How did you know?"

Jimmy shuffled his feet. "Well, I am a familiar to a witch with lots of mythology books, and I like
to read."

The man squatted down and stroked Jimmy's nose. "Well, she can be proud of you. What can I
do for you, my wise hedgehog friend?"

Jimmy told him about Eric the squirrel, and Loki laughed. "I didn't lie to him. That birch is the
highest tree in a circle of about two miles. If he climbed to the top, he can find any nut carrying
tree in that radius. All he has to do, is work for it. You see, I told the other squirrels the same



thing, only with that bit added to the instructions. Eric won't be able to hussle the other
squirrels any more."

Jimmy laughed. "I think I like your style, Loki."

The God grinned and his amber eyes twinkled. "Thank you. I will take my leave now. There is
more Mischief to be done!" And with a snap of his fingers, he was gone.
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